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SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY OF
MALCOLM L. SOMSAG

Somsag is the Site Quality Assurance Super-Mr.I. visor for Hunter Corporation at the Byron Station.
Somsag testified previously in this proceedingMr.

primarily to respond to Mr. Smith's allegations
regarding Hunter Corporation. (See f f. Tr. 2883
and Tr. 3950-3959.) Mr. Somsag's earlier testimony
describes Hunter Corporation's Quality Assurance
Department at Bryon and his responsibilities in
that Department.

Somsag's testimony describe'. the measuresMr.II. taken by Hunter Corporation which respond to the
Licensing Board's concerns set forth in its
Initial Decision regarding Hunter's program for
assuring that missing component supports and
documentation regarding supports are properly
addressed. (See Initial Decision 1tD-137-145 and
D-169.) Mr. Somsag also addresses Mr. Smith's
tabling allegation, inasmuch as that allegation
gave rise to the above-mentioned Board concern.

Somsag addresses the statement madeFinally, Mr.
by the Board with respect to Commonwealth Edison's
Quality Assurance Department Finding regarding the
manner in which Hunter initially documented re-
jected characteristics during the 1983 Reinspection
Program.

With respect to Hunter Corporation's program forIII. assuring that missing supports and documentation
are properly addressed, Mr. Somsag describes the
inspection programs implemented by Hunter which

100% of the componentare designed to assure that
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supports installed by Hunter are inspected during j
,

installation, following completion of the work
and, again, prior to turning over a system to the i

Station. (pp. 2-4.) To demonstrate the effectiveness
of these inspection programs, Mr. Somsag testifies
that during the course of the 1983 Reinspection
Program, whicn included a review of supports,
there was not one instance in which documentation
for safety-related component supports was missing
or one instance where documentation existed butthe associated component support was not installed.

Mr. Somsag explains why he did not consider Mr.IV. Smith's allegations concerning tabling to be
significant, but that given the significance of
the issue to the Board he attempted to recall
whether the events described by Mr. Smith could
have occurred and determine their significance.
(p. 6.) He concludes that during the course of

Smith initially selected someaudit 059-3 Mr.
supports which were non-safety-related and accordingly
instructed Mr. Smith to remove these supports from
those to be reviewed for the audit. These are the
supports which Mr. Somsag believes Mr. Smith

(p. 7.) Since the non-alleges were tabled.
safety-related supports were not subject to quality
assurance review, Mr. Somsag concludes that there
is no safety significance attributable to their
omission from the audit. (p. 0.) Moreover,

Somsag testifies that had the practice ofMr.tabling existed, evidence of the practice would
have surfaced during subsequent inspections. The

fact that no such evidence was uncovered leadsMr. Somsag to conclude that there is no safety
significance to Mr. Smith's tabling allegations.
(p. 8.)

Somsag explains that during an early period ofMr.V. the Reinspection Program Hunter inspectors noted
rejected characteristics in their inspectionAt the time, it was intended that thei reports.
nonconformances identified in the reports would be
made the subject of discrepancy or nonconformance,f

reports following completion of the Reinspection
Program. (pp. 8-9.) However, Hunter changed its
practice and began noting rejected characteristics

, on appropriate QA documentation and continued to
| follow this practice throughout the course of the
|
|

Reinspection Program.

|

|
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TESTIMONY OF
MALCOLM LEO SOMSAG

01: Please state your name.

A1: Malcolm L. Somsag.

Did you previously provide testimony in this02:

proceeding in the spring of 1983?

A2: Yes.

At that time, you stated that you were the03:

Hunter Corporation Quality Assurance Supervisor for the

Byron project. Do you still hold that position?
The descriptions of Hunter Corporation,A3: Yes.

my background and my responsibilities as Quality Assurance
forth in my prefiled testimony submitted inSupervisor set

the spring of 1983 are still accurate.

04: What is the scope your testimony?

My testimony describes the steps taken byA4:

Hunter Corporation, including evaluation of the Quality

Control Inspector Reinspection Program, which rea9ond to the

Licensing Board's concerns set forth in its Initial Decision.
i
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Those concerns focus on Hunter's program for assuring that

missing component supports and documentation regarding
Mr. Smith's allegationssupports are properly addressed.

regarding " tabling" were also deemed by the Licensing Board

to relate to this issue.
05: Mr. Somsag, what assurance do you have that

component supports which are required to be installed at the

By rt :. plant are installed, have been inspected, are acceptable

and that these matters are properly documented?

Three separate inspection programs which haveA5:

been or are being implemented by Hunter Corporation provide

such assurance. First, as discussed in my 1983 prefiled

testimony, in response to NRC inspection 80-05 Hunter
conducted an inspection of 100% of the supports ins'talled

prior to March 1, 1980. This program included a physical

inspection of each support and a review of the associated

documentation to assure among other things that the hangers

were properly installed in accordance with construction
Nonconformingspecifications and as-built documentation.

supports were identified, the nonconformances were documented

and reinspected following any additional work necessary to

cure the nonconformances.
Second, in 1980 Hunter Corporation formally

established an expanded inspection program. The program

consists of four broad inspection types to which all safety-
related work, including the installation of safety-related !

supports, is subjected. Thpe1inspectionsareconducted
1
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during initial installation activities to assure the existence
and adequacy of required documentation relative to the work

Type 2 inspections are also conductedbeing performed.

during installation activities and are designed to assure
thethat the hardware meets design requirements and that

the status of construc-documentation continues to reflect
Once the work and Type 1 and 2 inspectionstion and inspection.

associated with the work on a construction drawing are

completed, Type 3 inspections are conducted to verify the

overall adequacy of the work. Type 3 inspections consist of

a detailed review of documentation generated during con-

struction to assure that all required inspections have been

conducted, are documented and that the hardware conforms to

the requirements of the construction drawing and associated

as-built documentation. Type 4 inspections occur before

turning over systems to the Station to assure that the
intact andpreviously inspected hardware is still in place,

1980 were
undamaged. Hangers installed prior to March 1,

also subject to Type 3 and Type 4 inspections. During each

of these inspections, a document is generated for each
and identifiescategory and item of hardware inspected,

whether it is acceptable or unacceptable. If unacceptable,

the noncomplying condition is corrected and reinspected in
The

accordance with Hunter's quality assurance procedures.

requirements for t).e Type 1 through 4 inspection program are
forth in Hunter Corporation Site Implementation Procedureset

.
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Finally, the 1983 Reinspection Program conducted

to review selected inspections performed by Hunter quality

control inspectors included a review of component supports

installed by Hunter Corporation. The Reinspection Program

identify one instance in which documentation fordid not

safety-related component supports required by the design was

missing or an instance where documentation existed but the
This furtherassociated component support was not installed.

confirms the adequacy of the system devised for assuring

that supports have been and are being installed and in-
and that the inspections are properly documented.spected,

06: In its Initial Decision, the Licensing Board

expressed concern regarding the possibility that hangers
,

which had been installed and inspected would subsequently be

removed during construction, with no followup inspection.

Does Hunter have procedural controls to address this type of

situation?

A6: Yes. The Type 4 inspection program described

in my previous answer was specifically developed in part to
The program requires a scheduleddeal with such a concern.

follow-up physical inspection of 100% of the safety-related

hardware installed by Hunter to assure that the installations

have remained in place, intact and undamaged. If design

documents require the existence of an item,. and that item

were not in place, this cradition would be' identified,
,

s
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documented and corrected.
If, following completion of Type 3 or 4 inspections,

hardware is removed or altered other than as would be required

by a design change, the program requires that a Hardware

Removal / Alteration Report be utilized to report the change

of status of the hardware. The report is routed to the

Quality Assurance Department and triggers reinspection to

assure the hardware has been reinstalled and is acceptable.

If hardware is removed or altered as a result of a design

change Type 1 through 4 inspections would be conducted with

regard to this work.
are you familiar with Mr. Smith's07: Mr. Somsag,

testimony regarding the practice of " tabling" which he

alleges occurred at Byron?

A7: Yes.

Smith's
08: Please describe your understanding of Mr.

testimony concerning this alleged practice.

A8: As I understand it, Mr. Smith alleged in

broad terms that there was a practice within Hunter Corporation

of setting aside issues relating to the adequacy of component

supports, with no assurance that later inspections would be

conducted to verify the adequacy of the work. In support of

Smith stated that during the course ofthis allegation, Mr.

the 059-3 audit he discovered that there were pipe hangers

with no associated documentation and documents with no

.
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associated hangers and was instructed not to include these

matters in the audit report.

09: Have you given further thought to Mr. Smith's

allegations since you last testified in 1983?
Quite frankly, at the time I heard andA9: Yes.

ISmith's testimony during the 1983 hearings,reviewed Mr.
did not attribute much significance to Mr. Smith's allega-

tions regarding tabling. Mr. Smith left Hunter in early

At that time very few hangers had been permanently1980.

installed and I knew that the 1980 inspection following NRC

inspection report 80-05 and the expanded inspection program

discussed above would have uncovered any concerns such as

addressed by Mr. Smith. However, following my review of the

Licensing Board's Initial Decision and in light of the
Smith's.allega-significance which the Board placed upon Mr.

tions regarding tabling, I attempted to recall whether the
events described by Mr. Smith may have occurred and determine

the significance of these events.

010: What is your recollection of the events

described by Mr. Smith?

A10: As I recall, during the initial phases of the
Smith was directed to gather a data base of059-3 audit Mr.

hangers in the plant. I was informed that there appeared to

be a significant number of hangers which were installed

without OC inspections and accompanying documentation and
I

in other cases hangers appeared to have some amount of

documentation yet the installation could not be physically

!
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located. I reviewed the data base Mr. Smith had gathered in

the plant and discovered that the system designations for
some of the supports were systems where one would not expect

The data base collected byto find safety-related hardware.
Smith was reviewed to ensure that it included onlyMr.

because the audit was only intended
safety-related hangers,

to evaluate safety-related work, and it was determined that

there were indeed some hangers in the data base that were-

I then instructed that the non-safety-non-safety-related.

related hangers be excluded from the audit and ordered that

Smith gather an additional data basc comprised ofMr.

to replace the non-safety-relatedsafety-related hangers,

I believe that the nonhangers he had previously selected.

safety-related hangers which I instructed be excluded from

the audit were the hangers which Mr. Smith alleges were

tabled.

Oll: What assurance did you have that the in-

completed non safety-related hangers initially selected by
Mr. Smith would be completed?

I knew that the production department wouldAll:

in anylikely use the hanger field problem system or,most

utilize the final walkdown to identify and resolveevent,

any incompleted non-safety-related work.

012: In your opinion, does the specific instance

Smith support his general allegation regardingraised by Mr.

tabling by llunter Corporation?

u
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Al2: No, since the supports which Mr. Smith

identified initially were non safety-related supports their
omission from the 059-3 audit cannot be viewed as an attempt

to disregard, or set aside, a safety concern related to the

work performed by Hunter.

013: Have subsequent programs implemented by

Hunter verified that the practice of tabling of safety-

related issues did not occur?
A13: Yes, I believe that if the practice of

tabling issues related to safety-related supports had
occurred, the inspection programs described in Answer 5

above, would have uncovered evidence of such a practice.

The fact that no such evidence was uncovered leads me to
conclude that there is no safety significance to Mr. Smith's

allegations concerning tabling.

014: In its laitial Decision, the Board char-

acterized Finding 1, Part A of Commonwealth Edison Company's

6-83-66 of the Reinspection Program as reflectingAudit Report

a continuing failure on Hunter's part to take appropriate

steps to issue documentation on nonconforming conditions.

In your view, should the finding in Audit Report 6-83-66 be
|interpreted in this manner? )

A14: No. The finding reflects the fact that

during an early period of the Reinspection Program rejected

characteristics were not documented on discrepancy reports ,

)

and nonconformance repor ts but rather were documented on the

u
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This system was adequateQC inspector's inspection reports.
to track the quality of previous inspectors' work which was

During thisthe primary goal of the Reinspection Program.

time Hunter intended to utilize the inspection reports to
issue discrepancy or nonconformance reports following

thecompletion of the Reinspection Program to assure that

nonconforming condition was addressed. Therefore, we

believed that this system was adequate to document non-

conforming conditions identified during the Reinspection

Program. Nonetheless, Hunter implemented the practice of

noting rejected characteristics on appropriate quality
assurance documentation and continued to follow this practice

throughout the course of the Reinspection Program.
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